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This mod adds a tree full of survival related perks like increased endurance, increased water carrying, fire starting,
increased fishing etc...All this stuff can be gaind without really having to spend a lot. The mod has a very good

theme that matches well to this kind of mod and allows you to enter the realm of Skyrim a little more like the old
days....but this is not a must (like so much others), may be not a good idea for the survival gameplay since you

might get kind of stuck if you encounter some crisis or accident.* I did start playing Skyrim again only some days
ago and bought the 3 DLC addons, after I did stop playing it only some weeks after release. This was the best

decision, so many nice mods got released since release. I did the same with Fallout 3, bought the game months
after release since the community modifications are just that great and improve the Elder Scroll games series

really a lot.... love it. Hopefully there will be a new theme in this game series after fallout and fantasy
settings....cowboy wild west style would be cool or romes, egypts....wow so many options. But I did adjust the

grain, there was too much for my taste if you just install it with the basic settings. I think its 0,75 and I reduced it
to 0,25-0,35. The ENB looks not vibrant with rich colors outside like most others ENBs, it fits perfect to the winter
weather when you use such great mods like Frostfall-Hypothermia, Wet & Cold, Climates of Tamriel, Get Snowy,
Winter is comming - Cloaks. All these mods are compatible and match perfect with the survival gameplay. Iam

using aswell Skyrim Redone. The author from this mod offers also different palettes but did not test them so far.
Overall you can adjust the settings.
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But I did adjust the grain, there was too much for my taste if you just install it
with the basic settings. I think its 0,75 and I reduced it to 0,25-0,35. The ENB
looks not vibrant with rich colors outside like most others ENBs, it fits perfect

to the winter weather when you use such great mods like Frostfall-
Hypothermia, Wet & Cold, Climates of Tamriel, Get Snowy, Winter is comming
- Cloaks. All these mods are compatible and match perfect with the survival
gameplay. Iam using aswell Skyrim Redone. The author from this mod offers
also different palettes but did not test them so far. Overall you can adjust the

settings. I did start playing Skyrim again only some days ago and bought the 3
DLC addons, after I did stop playing it only some weeks after release. This was

the best decision, so many nice mods got released since release. I did the
same with Fallout 3, bought the game months after release since the

community modifications are just that great and improve the Elder Scroll
games series really a lot.... love it. Hopefully there will be a new theme in this
game series after fallout and fantasy settings....cowboy wild west style would
be cool or romes, egypts....wow so many options. Lolicon Skyrim-ly-ti-dum is
made of these 6 InGaMO's mods. They are completly compatible with each
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other, so you dont have to disconect any of them. It has a big gameplay
change when combined with other weather mods, since you never see the end
result. So I chose better Highlights instead of critical shadows. 1. Download the

mod.2. Extract the zip file.3. In the Skyrim directory, open "permissions.ini"
and adjust the permissions for the files in the lolicon directory. Right click on
them, select "Properties" and then set the value of "Executable" to "True".4.
Install the mod.5. In the Skyrim directory, open "permissions.ini" and adjust

the permissions for the lolicon skin files. 5ec8ef588b
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